What is the current state of museum anthropology—anthropological study in museum collections and of museums themselves—and how does it intersect with universities’ stewardship of material culture collections? University museums are uniquely situated at multiple intersections (theory and practice, colonization and decolonization, local and global, past and present, and academia and the public). A perennial challenge is what to do with the assorted relics, trophies, wonders, souvenirs, specimens, and artifacts in museums stores. A return to object-based teaching is today’s strongest paradigm, but university collections do more than illustrate lectures and impart museological skills. With reference to broader disciplinary goals, many university repositories have successfully merged methodological innovation, ethical scholarship, and instructional excellence. They offer models for re-conceptualizing and redistributing social authority; integrating approaches of materiality and embodiment; supporting decolonization; and exposing the constructed nature of academia itself. Through existing and planned programs, the Stanford University Archaeology Collections stands alongside others in these efforts.

Christina J. Hodge is Academic Curator and Collections Manager for the Stanford University Archaeology Collections. She earned an AB degree from Harvard University in anthropology and an MA in archaeological heritage management and PhD in historical archaeology from Boston University. She worked for many years in curation, repatriation, university engagement, and community collaboration at Harvard’s Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, where she co-directed the Harvard Yard Archaeology Project. Dr. Hodge studies identity and consumerism, institutional authority, and the social roles and pedagogical potential of museum collections.
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